FACT SHEET

Powering the
Decentralized Economy
Enabling industry innovators to build and launch
scalable, secure decentralized applications 5x faster.

Blockchain Barriers to Entry
are Holding Back Innovation
TECHNICAL
INTEROPERABILITY

In a quickly evolving market, speed to market is
key, but many developers are forced to implement
a lightweight MVP that isn’t built to navigate the
complex technological challenges of building in
the decentralized economy.

SECURITY

INFRASTRUCTURE
COMPLEXITY

The Northern Shield platform
handles the hard problems of
developing decentralized apps

SCALE LIMITATIONS

REGULATORY
UNCERTAINTY

+

Flexible microservices architecture accelerates launch

+

Institutional-grade platform manages technical complexity

+

Unified security protects data across the value chain

+

Innovation partnership model drives customer success

Unlocking the Potential
of Decentralized Technology
At True North, we are dedicated to building the decentralized economy beyond
financial applications. That’s why we are focused on revolutionizing key industries
where the convergence of custody, transaction security and big data have the
potential to unlock new business growth.

Target application and industry
verticals for developing on the
Northern Shield include:

•

Agriculture

•

Insurance

•

ePayments

•

Banking

•

Healthcare

•

Trading
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Building a Foundation
for Customer Success
True North Quantum’s business model combines a
Platform-as-a Service (PaaS) recurring revenue model
with a partner acceleration strategy to help prospective
customers get into market, and onto the platform, faster.

Platform-as-a-Service

Our scalable, secure infrastructure enables rapid development
and provides a future-proof technology foundation.

ADVANCED DATA
MANAGEMENT

SECURE DISTRIBUTED
TRANSACTIONS

WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT

FLEXIBLE MICROSERVICES ECOSYSTEM

Security protocols travel
with the data, leaving no
points of weakness.

Device proof transaction
handling, taking smart
contracts to a new level.

Goal-oriented system
design enables
interoperability across
complex tech landscape.

From identity services to
transcoding, our vast menu
of services streamline
development and reduce
time to market.

Partner
Acceleration Model

True North believes that enabling innovation begins with partnership.
Our partner acceleration enables industry disruptors to succeed, no
matter where they are in their business journey.

APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT

RAPID
PROTOTYPING

TRANSACTIONAL
REVENUE PRICING

CAPITAL
INJECTION

We offer full app
development to businesses
with disruptive ideas but
need a strong technical
partner to implement.

Microservices experts with
real-world development
experience help bring the
vision to life.

Rather than a traditional
license fee, our revenue is
a direct result of
customer success.

As a partner, we look for
opportunities to accelerate
innovation, including
investment in disruptive
technologies we believe
will change the world.

For industry innovators looking to reshape how technology drives a
decentralized business economy forward with less friction and more
personal ownership of data, we offer the most scalable, secure,
rapid-build platform for building next generation decentralized apps.
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